DATASHEET
UNISON FIRE MODULE

MAIN FEATURES
4 Receive and manage all types of alarms
from various fire alarm panels

4 Real time monitoring of events
4 Intuitive user interface allows the operator
to act quickly and effectively

4 Identify the source of the alarm through
graphical drawings/maps

4 Customized action forms for alarm
management

4 Video verification of alarms
4 Annunciate fire alarms
4 Enable/activate sensors/devices
4 Disable/de-activate sensors/devices
4 Automatic upload of panel system data

PACOM Unison effectively links fire panels with other sub systems such as access control, alarm and
video to offer a unified, powerful, automated fire control and building management solution.

PACOM UNISON FIRE INTEGRATION
PACOM Unison integrates with fire detection systems and seamlessly links them with other sub systems to offer a
highly reliable and automated fire protection solution.
Unison can be configured to display fire alarms on graphical floor plans, thus making it easy for the operator to
identify the area/zone where the alarm originated. Audible signals can be generated at the workstation to uniquely
identify the type of alarm. You could also configure Unison to allow or deny access to a particular area depending on
the fire alarm. Linking the system to cameras, allow you to capture video or images which can be used to monitor
real time events or view past events.
Unison communicates with the fire detection system to import the configuration, including inputs, outputs, macros
and other details. This makes commissioning Unison simple and efficient while minimizing data entry and
programming errors.
PACOM Unison Fire Integration builds on your security solution by:
l

Alerting operators via audible signals at the workstations

l

Enabling operators to reset, silence and acknowledge alarms

l

Allowing operators to enable or disable sensors

l

Linking cameras to allow visual verification of events in real time

l

Automatically uploading panel/system data for efficient configuration within the system

INTEGRATION PARTNERS
Unison has support for integration with the following third party systems:
l

Consilium

l

Honeywell Eltek FireWin Delta

l

Panasonic EBL512 G3

l

Schrack Seconet

l

Siemens

Please refer to the PACOM feature sheet on the respective manufacturer for further details about the integration.

COMPATIBILITY
Unison:

5.7 or later

ORDERING INFORMATION
PART NUMBER

TYPE CODE

DESCRIPTION

110 002 004

USN-FCM

Unison Fire Module (incl.250 Fire License)
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